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Abstract. A key step in the optimization of declarative queries over XML data
is estimating the selectivity of path expressions, i.e., the number of elements
reached by a specific navigation pattern through the XML data graph. Recent
studies have introduced XSKETCH structural graph synopses as an effective,
space-efficient tool for the compile-time estimation of complex path-expression
selectivities over graph-structured, schema-less XML data. Briefly, XSKETCHes
exploit localized graph stability and well-founded statistical assumptions to ac-
curately approximate the path and branching distribution in the underlying XML
data graph. Empirical results have demonstrated the effectiveness of XSKETCH

summaries over real-life and synthetic data sets, and for a variety of path-expres-
sion workloads.
In this paper, we introduce fractional XSKETCHes (fXSKETCHES) a simple, yet
intuitive and very effective generalization of the basic XSKETCH summarization
mechanism. In a nutshell, our fXSKETCH synopsis extends the conventional no-
tion of binary stability (employed in XSKETCHes) with that of fractional stabil-
ity, essentially recording more detailed path/branching distribution information
on individual synopsis edges. As we demonstrate, this natural extension results
in several key benefits over conventional XSKETCHes, including (a) a simpli-
fied estimation framework, (b) reduced run-time complexity for the synopsis-
construction algorithm, and (c) lifting the need for critical uniformity assump-
tions during estimation (thus resulting in more accurate estimates). Results from
an extensive experimental study show that our fXSKETCH synopses yield signif-
icantly better selectivity estimates than conventional XSKETCHes, especially in
the context of complex path expressions with branching predicates.

1 Introduction

XML has rapidly evolved from a mark-up language to a de-facto standard for data ex-
change and integration over the web. A testament to this is the increasing volume of pub-
lished XML data, together with the concurrent development of XML query processors
that will allow users to tap into the vast amount of XML data available on the Internet.
The successful deployment of such query processors depends crucially on the existence
of high-level declarative query languages. There exist numerous proposals that cover a
wide range of paradigms, but a common characteristic among all XML-language pro-
posals is the use of path expressions as the basic method to access and retrieve specific



elements from the XML database. A path expression essentially defines a complex navi-
gational path, which can be predicated on the existence of sibling paths or on constraints
on the values of visited elements. As a concrete example, in a bibliography database,
the path expression //author[book]/paper/sigmod/title (which adheres
to the syntax of the standard XPath language [1]) selects the set of all title data el-
ements discovered by the label path //author/paper/sigmod/title, but only
for author elements that have at least one book child (a condition specified by the
author[book] branch).

Similar to relational optimization, optimizing XML queries with complex path ex-
pressions depends crucially on the existence of concise summaries that can provide
effective compile-time estimates for the selectivity of these expressions over the un-
derlying (large) graph-structured XML database. This problem has recently attracted
the attention of the database research community, and several techniques [2–8] have
been proposed targeting different aspects of the problem. XSKETCH structural graph
synopses [5, 6] have recently been introduced as an effective data-reduction tool that
enables accurate selectivity estimates for branching path expressions. In a nutshell,
XSKETCH synopses exploit localized graph stability and well-founded statistical as-
sumptions to accurately approximate the path and branching distribution in the un-
derlying XML data graph; furthermore, XSKETCHes can be augmented with sum-
mary information on data-value distributions to handle path expressions with value
predicates [6]. Compared to previously proposed techniques, the XSKETCH synopsis
mechanism targets the most general version of the estimation problem: XPath expres-
sions with branching and value predicates, over graph-structured, schema-less XML
databases. Experimental results with a variety of query workloads on different data sets
have demonstrated the effectiveness of XSKETCHes as concise summaries of XML
data.

In this paper, we introduce fractional XSKETCHes (fXSKETCHES) a simple, yet
intuitive and very effective generalization of the basic XSKETCH synopses based on
the concept of fractional edge stabilities. Briefly, instead of simply recording whether
a synopsis edge is stable or not (i.e., the conventional “binary” notion of stability em-
ployed in the XSKETCH model), our fXSKETCH synopses record the degree of sta-
bility for each edge as a fraction between

�
(“no-connection”) and � (“fully stable”).

As we demonstrate, this natural generalization has a direct positive impact on the un-
derlying estimation framework. First, it simplifies the expressions for query-selectivity
estimates, thus allowing for faster estimation. Second, and perhaps most importantly, it
lifts the need for certain critical uniformity assumptions during basic XSKETCH esti-
mation, thus resulting in significantly more robust and accurate estimates. Furthermore,
the removal of such uniformity assumptions also reduces the search space (and, there-
fore, the time complexity) of the synopsis-construction algorithm, since it effectively
obviates the need for specialized synopsis-refinement operations to address regions of
non-uniformity. These observations are backed up by an extensive experimental study
which evaluates the performance of our generalized fXSKETCH synopses on a variety
of XML data sets and query workloads. Our results clearly indicate that fXSKETCHES

yield significant improvements in accuracy when compared to original XSKETCH sum-
maries. These improvements are more apparent in the case of complex path expressions



<DB>
<Movies>
<Movie ID="M1">
<ActorRef IDREF="A1"/>
<ActorRef IDREF="A2"/>

</Movie>
<Movie ID="M2">><ActorRef IDREF="A3"/></Movie>

</Movies>
<Actors>
<Actor ID="A1"><MovieRef IDREF="M1"/></Actor>
<Actor ID="A2"><MovieRef IDREF="M1"/></Actor>
<Actor ID="A3">
<Web Link="http://www.imdb.com/actor?A3"/>
<MovieRef IDREF="M2"/>

</Actor>
</Actors>
<DB>

DB1

Ms2 As3

M4 M5 A6 A7 A8

AR9 AR10 AR11 MR12 MR13 W15MR14

IR16 IR17 IR18 IR19 IR20 IR21 L22

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Example XML document (a) and XML data graph (b).

with branching predicates, where the uniformity assumptions of the original XSKETCH

model can introduce large errors; fractional stabilities, on the other hand, lift the need
for such assumptions thus resulting in significantly better fXSKETCH-based selectivity
estimates.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 covers some prelimi-
nary material on XML and path expressions, while Section 3 provides a short overview
of the original XSKETCH model [5, 6]. Our generalized fXSKETCH synopsis model
is described in Section 4, where we discuss the definition of fractional stabilities and
their implications on the estimation framework and the synopsis-construction process.
Section 5 presents the results of our experimental study, while Section 6 gives some
concluding remarks and our plans for future work.

2 Preliminaries

XML Data Model. Following previous work on XML and semistructured data [9,
10], we model an XML database as a large, directed, node-labeled data graph ��������	��
���

. Each node in
���

corresponds to an XML element in the database and is char-
acterized by a unique object identifier (oid) and a label (assigned from some alphabet of
string literals) that captures the semantics of the element. (We use label

����
to denote

the label of node
�������

.) Edges in

��

are used to capture both the element-subelement
relationships (i.e., element nesting) and the explicit element references (i.e., id/idref
attributes or XLink constructs [11, 12, 9, 13]). Note that non-tree edges, such as those
implemented through id/idref constructs, are an essential component and a “first-
class citizen” of XML data that can be directly queried in complex path expressions,
such as those allowed by the XQuery standard specification [14]. We, therefore, focus
on the most general case of XML data graphs (rather than just trees) in what follows.

Example 1. Figures 1(a,b) show an example XML document and its corresponding data
graph. The document is modeled after the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) XML data



set (www.imdb.com), showing two movies and three actors. The graph node corre-
sponding to a data element is named with an abbreviation of the element’s label and a
unique id number. Note that we use dashed lines to show graph edges that correspond
to id-idref relationships.

XPath Expressions. Abstractly, an XML path expression �l (e.g., in XQuery [14]) de-
fines a navigational path over the XML data graph, specifying conditions on the labels
and (possibly) the value(s) of data elements. Following the XPath standard [1], a simple
path expression is of the form l �

�
l �
���������

l � , where the l � ’s are document labels. The
result of the path expression includes all elements 	 � for which there exists a document
path 	 �

� 	 �
��������� 	 � with label

� 	 �  � l � . A branching path expression has the form
�l � l ��
 �l �� ���������

l � 
 �l � � , where the ��� ’s are labels and each �l � is a (possibly empty)
label path specifying a branching path predicate at location � . Thus, a branching path
expression is formed from a simple path expression l �

�
l �
���������

l � by attaching (one
or more) branching predicates 
 �l � � at specific nodes in the path. Each 
 �l � � clause rep-
resents an existential condition, requiring that there exists at least one �l � label branch
attached at point � of the expression. For example, consider the document graph of
Figure 1 and the simple path expression Actor/MovieRef/IDREF/Movie that re-
trieves elements with ids � and � ; if we add a [Link] branch on Actor, then the new
path expression Actor[Link]/MovieRef/IDREF/Movie only retrieves element� . Note that if all branch predicates are empty, a branching path expression degenerates
to a simple path expression l �

���������
l � .

It is possible to extend branching path expressions with predicates on the values
of traversed elements. As an example, the XPath expression Actor[/MovieRef/-
IDREF/Movie/Title=’’Snatch’’] retrieves all actors that have starred in a
movie with title “Snatch”. In the interest of space, we ignore element values when we
discuss the specifics of our fXSKETCH synopses, focusing primarily on the label path
and branching structure of the underlying database – the necessary extensions to handle
values and value predicates follow along similar lines as the analogous extensions for
basic XSKETCHes [6].

3 A Review of XSKETCH Synopses

Synopsis Model. The XSKETCH synopsis mechanism [5, 6] relies on a generic graph-
summary model that captures the basic path structure of the input XML tree. Formally,
given a data tree � � � ������
	��

, a graph synopsis � � �  � ����� ��
�� 
is a directed

node-labeled graph, where (1) each node
� � � �

corresponds to a subset of element
(or, attribute) nodes in

� �
(termed the extent of

�
– extent

����
) that have the same

label, and (2) an edge in
� 	 ��� �� 
 �

is represented in

 �

as an edge between the
synopsis nodes whose extents contain the two endpoints 	 and

�
. Each synopsis node 	

stores the (common) label label
� 	  of all elements in its extent, and an element-count

field � 	������extent � 	  � (we use 	 and extent
� 	  interchangeably in what follows

). Figure 2(a) shows a graph synopsis for the document of Figure 1, where elements
are partitioned according to their label (synopsis nodes are named with the first letter of
their label in upper case).
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Fig. 2. (a) Graph Synopsis, (b) XSKETCH Synopsis, (c) fXSKETCH Synopsis.

XSKETCH synopses [5, 6] are specific instantiations of the graph-synopsis model
described above. In order to cover key properties of the path and branching distribution,
the basic synopsis is augmented with edge labels that capture localized backward- and
forward-stability [15] conditions across synopsis nodes. An edge 	"! �

is Backward
(resp., Forward) stable, if all elements in the extent of

�
(resp., 	 ) have at least one par-

ent (resp., child) element in the extent of 	 (resp.,
�

). As an example, Figure 2(b) shows
the XSKETCH summary for the graph synopsis of Figure 2(a). Note that edge A ! MR
is both backward and forward stable since all MovieRefs have an Actor parent, and
all Actors have at least one MovieRef child. As a result, � #%$ � �'& is an accurate
selectivity estimate for path expression A/MR, while � ( � �)& is an accurate estimate for
A[/MR]. As shown in [5, 6], such localized stability information can be combined to
effectively capture key properties of the global path structure, and provide accurate es-
timates on the selectivity of XPath expressions over the original XML document graph.

Estimation Framework. The XSKETCH framework uses the concept of path embed-
dings in order to estimate the selectivity of any branching path expression. In short, a
synopsis path 	 �

�������� 	+* is called an embedding of the simple path expression
l �
���������

l * , if label
� 	 �  � l � for each �-, �",/. . Similarly, a synopsis twig

�	 � 	 � 
 �	 � � ��������� 	 * 
 �	 * � , where �	 � is a synopsis path, is called an embedding of the
branching path expression �� � l � 
 �l � � ���������

l * 
 �l * � , if 	 �
��������� 	 * is an embedding of

l �
���������

l * and �	 � is an embedding of �l � , for each �0, �1,2. . The selectivity of an
XPath expression can be estimated as the sum of selectivities of its unique embeddings,
and the problem is thus reduced to estimating the selectivity of a single embedding.

To estimate the selectivity of a single embedding, the XSKETCH estimation algo-
rithms identify sub-components comprising only stable edges (for which accurate esti-
mates can be given based on edge stability), and then apply statistical (uniformity and
independence) assumptions at the “breaking” points of the stability chain(s). A detailed
description of the estimation framework can be found in [5, 6]; here, we use a simple
example to illustrate the basic concepts. Consider the synopsis of Figure 2(b) and the
path embedding M/AR/IR[/A/MR]. We express the selectivity of the embedding as�43�$ � ��5 �76 �8:9 ��;�9 
 �8 ��6<9 � 

, where the
5 � 

term denotes the fraction of elements in



IR that are reached by the embedding. Using the Chain Rule from probability theory,
this fraction can be written as follows:� ���������	��
��� ����������� ��� � ��������� ��� � ��������
������������ ��� � ��
��� ���	������� ������������
�� �

� � ��������� ��� � ��������
������������ ��� � ��
��� ����� ������������
�� ���
� ���! �������"���������	��
��� ���#� ��$

We observe that, by virtue of B-stability, the term
5 �76 �8 9 

is equal to � (all elements
in IR have a parent in (%$ ); similarly, by virtue of F-stability, the term

5 � 8 
 ��6<9 � �6 ��8 9 ��;�9 
 �8 �  is also equal to � (all elements in A have at least one child in MR). The
remaining two terms, however, cannot be computed based solely on available stabil-
ity annotations. To compensate for this lack of path-distribution information, the XS-
KETCH estimation framework applies an independence assumption, that de-correlates
the needed fractions from incoming or outgoing paths as follows:

5 � 8 9 ��; 9 � 6 ��8 9 �%
5 ��8 9 ��;�9 

,
5 � ;�9 
 �8 � � 6 �8:9 ��; 9 &% 5 ��; 9 
 ��8 �  . Thus, our selectivity expression is

written as:
5 �76 �8:9 ��;�9 
 �8 ��6<9 �  � 5 ��8:9 ��;�9  ��5 � ;�9 
 �8 �  �

To approximate the required fractions, the XSKETCH estimation algorithm applies two
uniformity assumptions based on the stored node counts. Since these assumptions are
central in the theme of this paper, we define them formally below.

A1 [Backward-Edge Uniformity Assumption] Given an XSKETCH node
�
, the in-

coming edges to
�

from all parent nodes 	 of
�

such that
�

is not B-stable with
respect to 	 are uniformly distributed across all such parents in proportion to their
element counts.

A2 [Forward-Edge Uniformity Assumption] Given an XSKETCH node
�

, the outgo-
ing edges from

�
to all children 	 of

�
such that

�
is not F-stable with respect to	 are uniformly distributed across all such children in proportion to their element

counts, and the total number of such edges is at most equal to the total of these
element counts.

Returning to our example, Assumption A1 provides the approximation
5 ��8:9 ��; 9 '%

� 8:9 � ��� � 8:9 � ( � 6<9 �  � & �*) , while Assumption A2 yields
5 �,+ ; 9 �8 #% � 8 � �.-0/�132 � 8 � (� 6 � � � ;�9 �54 � & �*) . Thus, the estimate of the fraction is

� �76 � , and the overall path-
expression selectivity can be approximated as � ; 9 ��8 � �76 � � �

� �
Overall, the XSKETCH estimation framework uses stabilities in order to identify

fully-stable subpath embeddings (for which accurate estimates can be given), and re-
sorts to statistical assumptions to compensate for the lack of detailed path-distribution
information in the synopsis. Clearly, the validity of these assumptions directly affects
the accuracy of the resulting estimates. As we discuss next, the XSKETCH framework
addresses this issue during the construction phase, where the goal is to find a “good”
partitioning of elements into synopsis nodes such that the underlying estimation as-
sumptions are valid [5, 6].

XSKETCHConstruction. At an abstract level, the XSKETCH construction problem can
be defined as follows: Given a document graph � and a space budget 9 , build an XS-
KETCH synopsis of � that requires at most 9 storage of units, while minimizing the



estimation error. Given the specifics of the XSKETCH model, this can be re-stated as
follows: Compute a partitioning of data elements into synopsis nodes, such that the re-
sulting XSKETCH (a) needs at most 9 units of storage, and (b) maximizes the validity
of the estimation assumptions, thus minimizing error. Given that finding an optimal so-
lution is typically an ��� -hard problem [5], the proposed XSKETCH construction algo-
rithm (termed BUILDXSKETCH [5]) employs a heuristics-based, greedy search strategy
in order to construct an effective, concise summary. In what follows, we provide a brief
description of the key concepts behind the BUILDXSKETCH algorithm (more details
can be found in [5]).

BUILDXSKETCH constructs an XSKETCH summary by incrementally refining a
coarse synopsis, until it exhausts the available space budget. The starting summary as-
signs elements to synopsis nodes based solely on their label and, thus, represents a
very coarse partitioning of the input document graph. At each step, this coarse par-
titioning is refined by applying one of three types of refinement operations, namely
b-stabilize, f-stabilize, and b-split, on a specific synopsis node. Such
refinement operations split the synopsis node (according to a specific criterion), result-
ing in a more refined partitioning. The split criterion is directly tied to the estimation
assumptions that the refinement targets. For instance, the b-stabilize operation
splits the node so that one of the two new nodes becomes B-stable with respect to a
particular parent; in this manner, B-stability is now guaranteed along the new edge and
the new summary is expected to have better estimates in the refined area. To select
one of the possible refinements at each step, the BUILDXSKETCH algorithm employs
a marginal-gains strategy: the refinement that yields the largest increase in accuracy
per unit of additional required storage is chosen. Intuitively, this strategy leads to a
summary which is more refined where correlations are stronger (and, thus, estimation
assumptions are less valid), and less refined where the independence and uniformity
assumptions provide good estimates of the true selectivities.

4 The fXSKETCH Model

As discussed in Section 3, the basic XSKETCH model employs the conventional, “bi-
nary” form of edge stabilities [15] in order to capture the key properties of the under-
lying path and branching structure. If stability is present (i.e., a value of � ), then there
are strong guarantees on the connectivity between elements of edge-connected synopsis
nodes; if, on the other hand, it is absent (i.e., a value of

�
), then the XSKETCH estima-

tion framework needs to apply independence and uniformity in order to approximate
the true selectivity of the corresponding edge condition. In this section, we propose a
simple, yet powerful generalization of the basic XSKETCH model based on a novel,
more flexible notion of fractional stabilities. In a nutshell, instead of treating edge sta-
bility as a binary attribute, our new synopsis model uses a real number which reflects
the degree of stability for each synopsis edge. In this manner, the synopsis stores distri-
bution information at a finer level of detail, thus increasing the accuracy of the overall
approximation.

Before describing our proposed synopsis mechanism in more detail, we present a
simple example that illustrates the motivation behind fractional stabilities. Consider the



sample document of Figure 3(a), where the numbers along edges denote the numbers
of child elements. Figure 3(b) shows the coarsest XSKETCH synopsis, which groups
together elements according to their tags (for simplicity, we omit F-stabilities from the
figure). Note that the basic XSKETCH estimation framework has to apply a backward-
edge uniformity assumption (A1) in order to estimate the number of f elements at
the end of a path expression. Considering the skew in element counts, however, this
assumption obviously introduces large errors in the estimate; as an example, the selec-
tivity fraction of the embedding B/F is estimated as

5 ��� ���  � �
� �

��( �	( ��( �
 �� �76 � , while its true value is only �

�����
! In order to capture such skew, the XSKETCH

construction algorithm would have to apply successive stabilization operations, in order
to separate the f elements according to their incoming path. This, however, would lead
to a finer partitioning, thus inevitably increasing the storage requirements of the synop-
sis. In addition, stabilization operations mainly target independence assumptions and it
is not clear if the greedy construction algorithm can actually discover their relation to
an invalid uniformity assumption (in the sample document, for example, independence
is in fact valid). Note that, although we focused our example on backward uniformity,
a similar argument can be made for forward-edges as well (Assumption A2).

As a solution to this shortcoming of the original XSKETCH model, we propose to
store more detailed information along the edges of the graph synopsis in the form of
fractional stabilities. More formally, these are defined as follows.

Definition 1. Let � � �  � ����� ��
 � 
be a graph synopsis and

� 	 � �� � 
 � be a synopsis
edge. The fractional B-stability of

� 	 � �� , denoted as B �
� 	 ���  , is the fraction of elements

in
�

that have at least one parent in 	 . The fractional F-stability of
� 	 � �� , denoted as

F �
� 	 � �� , is the fraction of elements in 	 that have at least one child in

�
.

Clearly, our new model of fractional edge stabilities subsumes conventional, binary
stabilities. More specifically, an edge

� 	 � �� is B-stable (resp., F-stable) if and only if
B �
� 	 � �� � � (resp., F �

� 	 ���  � � ), and unstable otherwise. Moreover, it is interesting
to note that, by definition, fractional stabilities always provide zero-error estimates for
path embeddings of length

6
. For instance, the selectivity of an embedding 	 � � can be

accurately estimated as � � � � B �
� 	 � �� , while for the length-

6
branch 	 
 � � , the selectivity

is simply equal to � 	 � � F � � 	 � �� . At this point, we can formally define our novel synopsis
model of fractional XSKETCHes (fXSKETCHES) as follows.

Definition 2. An fXSKETCH summary � � �  � ����� � 
 � 
of a document graph � is

a graph synopsis of � that records the fractional stabilities B �
� 	 � �� and F �

� 	 ���  for
each edge

� 	 � �� � 
�� .

Figure 3(c) depicts an example fXSKETCH for the document of Figure 3(a) (the
edges are annotated with fractional B-stabilities only, since all fractional F-stabilities
are equal to � ). Obviously, assuming a fixed synopsis-graph structure, an fXSKETCH

has increased storage requirements when compared against the corresponding XS-
KETCH: instead of storing only two bits per edge (to denote absence or presence of
B/F-stability), each fXSKETCH edge needs to record two real numbers (i.e., the new
fractional stabilities). This finer level of detail, however, allows a concise fXSKETCH

summary to capture richer information in limited space, without resorting to a finer
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Fig. 3. (a) XML Document, (b) XSKETCH, (c) fXSKETCH.

partitioning of elements to synopsis nodes. Returning to the example of Figure 3, we
observe that the fXSKETCH contains accurate information for all paths of length up
to

6
, while maintaining the coarsest partitioning of elements to synopsis nodes; the

XSKETCH, on the other hand, will exhibit high estimation errors due to an inaccurate
uniformity assumption and, as mentioned earlier, can capture skew only by resorting to
a much finer partitioning of elements. This intuitive advantage of fractional stabilities is
corroborated by our experimental findings, where our fXSKETCH synopses consistently
return significantly more accurate selectivity estimates for the same synopsis space bud-
get (Section 5).

We now discuss how our new fractional stabilities are integrated in the general XS-
KETCH framework for path-expression selectivity estimation. Once again, the key ob-
servation here is that fractional stabilities essentially provide zero-error estimates for
the selectivities of single-edge path embeddings. More formally, if

� 	 ���  is any edge
in the fXSKETCH synopsis, then the selectivity fractions

5 � 	 � �  and
5 � 	 
 � �  are sim-

ply defined as
5 � 	 � �� � B�

� 	 ���  and
5 � 	 
 � �  � F �

� 	 ���  . Thus, instead of applying
uniformity assumptions to approximate such terms (possibly incurring large estima-
tion errors), our fXSKETCH estimation algorithm can retrieve the accurate information
directly from the stored fractional stabilities. As an example, consider again the em-
bedding M/AR/IR[A/MR] over the synopsis of Figure 2(b). After applying the Chain
Rule and independence assumptions, the selectivity is expressed as5 � 6 �8:9 ��; 9 
 8 � 6<9 � #%-5 ��8:9 ��; 9  ��5 ��; 9 
 �8 �  , where AR/IR and IR/A are the
non-stable edges of the embedding. An XSKETCH summary would now employ As-
sumptions A1 and A2 to approximate the needed fraction terms; on the other hand, an
fXSKETCH makes use of the corresponding fractional stabilities, arriving at the result5 � 6 �8:9 ��; 9 
 8 � 6<9 � &%

B �
��8:9 � ; 9  �

F �
� ;�9 � 8 

. Note that fractional stabilities are
at least as accurate as XSKETCH uniformity assumptions and, thus, assuming a fixed
synopsis graph, the fXSKETCH estimate is guaranteed to be at least as accurate as the
XSKETCH estimate (provided that independence is a valid assumption). Of course, for
a fixed space budget, the fXSKETCH synopsis graph is typically smaller (see discussion
above); nevertheless, our experimental results clearly show that, even in this case, our
notion of fractional stabilities is a consistent winner.

Overall, the use of fractional stabilities simplifies the estimation framework by lift-
ing the assumptions on backward- and forward-edge uniformity. In essence, the only
assumptions needed by our selectivity-estimation algorithm are basic independence as-
sumptions that de-correlate a selectivity fraction from other parts of the path embed-



ding. The advantage of not applying uniformity assumptions is two-fold. First, esti-
mates become more accurate since the required selectivity fractions are stored explic-
itly as fractional stabilities and need not be estimated (with potentially large errors).
Second, the estimation process becomes faster, as applying uniformity typically entails
scanning the parent (or, child) nodes of a synopsis node and computing sums of element
counts.

The removal of the uniformity assumptions has a positive impact on the synopsis-
construction algorithm as well. In essence, the BUILDXSKETCH algorithm is simpli-
fied since it only needs to consider b-stabilize and f-stabilize operations;
the b-split refinement, which specifically targeted uniformity assumptions, becomes
redundant and can be safely ignored. The end result is that the number of possible re-
finements per step is reduced, thus leading to faster synopsis-construction times.

5 Experimental Study

In this section, we present the results of an extensive experimental study on the perfor-
mance of the new fXSKETCH model. The goal of this study is two-fold: (a) to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of fXSKETCHES as concise summaries for graph-structured XML
data, and (b) to compare the accuracy of the new summarization model against the orig-
inal XSKETCH framework. We have conducted experiments on real-life and synthetic
XML data, using a variety of query workloads. Our key findings can be summarized as
follows:

– The fXSKETCH synopses are effective summaries of graph-structured XML data,
enabling accurate estimates for the selectivity of complex path expressions. The
experiments show that, an XMark fXSKETCH synopsis achieves an average esti-
mation error of 0.8%, with storage requirements that amount to 0.1% of the data
size.

– fXSKETCHES perform consistently better than XSKETCHes in terms of estimation
error. More specifically, higher accuracy is obtained for the same synopsis size, and
a smaller size is achieved for the same accuracy. For instance, a 5KB fXSKETCH

synopsis of the XMark data set has a 10 fold improvement in accuracy when com-
pared to an XSKETCH synopsis of the same size. In addition, the fXSKETCH frame-
work is more robust with respect to workloads that contain numerous branching
predicates. For instance, the estimation error of a 5 KB XSKETCH synopsis for the
IMDB data set can vary of up to 100%, between path expressions with and with-
out branching predicates; on the other hand, an fXSKETCH of the same size has a
variation of up to 15%.

– fXSKETCHES compute relatively accurate estimates even for the coarsest synopsis.
With XMark data set, the use of fractional stabilities in the coarsest summary have
reduced the estimation error to 9% (compared to 27% for the coarsest XSKETCH

synopsis).
– fXSKETCHES have reduced requirements in terms of construction time. Given a

specific space budget, an fXSKETCH is both more efficient to construct and more
accurate compared to a XSKETCH. In addition, fXSKETCHES provide accurate
estimates even for low space budgets, thus leading to shorter construction times.



Overall, our experimental findings verify the effectiveness of the fXSKETCH frame-
work and demonstrate its benefits over the original XSKETCH proposal.

5.1 Experimental Methodology

Implementation. We implemented a prototype of the proposed fXSKETCH framework
over the existing XSKETCH code-base. Our implementation encodes fractional stabili-
ties in the standard float representation, so each non B- of F-stable edge contributes an
additional 4 bytes to the synopsis size. Note that XSKETCH and fXSKETCH synopses
of the same size are different in the size of the synopes graphs - an fXSKETCH will
always be the smaller graph (less nodes and edges).

The parameters of the build algorithm were set to V=10% and P=200 for both
fXSKETCH and XSKETCH construction (details on the construction algorithm can be
found in the XSKETCH studies [5, 6]). In the results that we report, the maximum size
of the computed synopses was limited to 2% of the underlying XML data size.

Data Sets. We use two graph-structured data sets4 in our experiments: IMDB, a real-life
data set from the Internet Movie Database (www.imdb.com), and XMark, a synthetic
data set that records the activities of an on-line auction site. Table 1 summarizes the
main characteristics of the data sets in terms of the file size, and the sizes of the corre-
sponding perfect and coarsest synopsis. The coarsest summary, termed the label-split
graph, partitions elements to nodes based solely on their label. The perfect summary,
termed the B/F-Bisimilar graph, partitions elements so that all the edges of the resulting
synopsis are B- and F-stable (i.e., their fractional stabilities are equal to 1). This prop-
erty guarantees that the selectivity estimate for any branching path expression has zero
error. Overall, both data sets have large perfect summaries thus motivating the need for
concise synopses. Note that the sizes reported do not include the space needed to store
the actual text of the element labels; each label is hashed to a unique integer and the
mapping is stored in a separate structure that is not part of the summary.

IMDB XMark

File Size 3 MB 10 MB
Number of elements 102,755 206,131
Nodes in Label-Split Graph 123 84
Nodes in B/F-Bisimilar Graph 49,181 197,508
Size of Label-Split Graph 3.4 KB 2.1 KB
Size of B/F-Bisimilar Graph 1.1 MB 4.5 MB

Table 1. Characteristics of the three data sets

IMDB XMark

Simple 484 1125
Light-Branching 1351 1773
Heavy-Branching 1331 2420

Table 2. Average result sizes

Query Workload. We evaluate the accuracy of the generated summaries against three
different workloads, each one consisting of 1000 path expressions: (a) Simple Paths,
which contains simple path expressions only, (b) Heavy Branching Paths, in which 90%

4 We use the same data sets as the original XSKETCH study [5]



of path expressions have branching predicates and (c) Light Branching Paths, in which
40% of path expressions have branching predicates. In each case, all path expressions
are positive, i.e., they have non-zero selectivity, and are generated by sampling paths
from the corresponding perfect synopsis. Except for branching predicates, which com-
prise of one or two steps, the length of the sampled paths is distributed between 2 and
5 and the sample is biased toward high counts in the perfect synopsis. As a result, the
generated path expressions follow the distribution of the data, with high-count labels
being referenced more frequently in the query set. Table 2 shows the average result size
(in terms of the number of elements) for the path queries in each workload.

We have also experimented with negative workloads, i.e., path expressions that do
not discover any elements in the data graph. Our results have shown that both XSKETCH

and fXSKETCH summaries consistently produce close to zero estimates with negligible
error and therefore we omit this workload from our presentation.

Evaluation Metric. As in the original XSKETCH study [5], we quantify the accuracy
of both XSKETCHes and fXSKETCHES based on the average absolute relative error
of result estimates over path expressions in our workload. Given a path expression �
with true result size � , the absolute relative error of the estimated count � is computed
as � ����� � ���	��
 � � ��  . Parameter

�
represents a sanity bound that essentially equates all

zero or low counts with a default count
�

and thus avoids inordinately high contributions
from low-count path expressions. We set this bound to the 10-percentile of the true
counts in the workload (i.e., 90% of the path expressions in the workload have a true
result size � �

).
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Fig. 4. XSKETCH and the fXSKETCH estimation error for Heavy Branching Paths

5.2 Experimental Results

fXSKETCH Performance for Branching Paths. In this experiment, we evaluate the
performance of our fXSKETCH synopses for the heavy-branching paths workload. Fig-
ure 4 depicts the estimation error of fXSKETCHES and XSKETCHes as a function of



the synopsis size, for the IMDB and XMark data sets. Note that, in all the graphs
that we present, the estimation error at the smallest summary size corresponds to the
label-split graph synopsis (i.e., the coarsest summary). Overall, the results indicate that
fXSKETCHES are effective summaries that enable accurate estimates for the selectivity
of branching path expressions. In the case of XMark, for instance, the estimation error
is reduced below 1% after a few refinements and it remains stable thereafter. For the
more irregular IMDB data set, the estimation error stabilizes at 7% for a space budget
of 25KB, which represents a very small fraction of the original data size. Compared
to XSKETCHes, it is evident that the new fXSKETCH synopses perform consistently
better. For the IMDB data set, for instance, a 25KB fXSKETCH has an average error
of 7%, compared to 28% for the XSKETCH of the same size - a 4 fold improvement.
It is interesting to note that the fXSKETCH-computed estimates are significantly more
accurate even for the case of the coarsest synopsis. For the XMark data set, for instance,
the average error for the coarsest fXSKETCH is 8% (2.5KB of storage), while the error
for the coarsest XSKETCH is more than 25% (2.1KB of storage).
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Fig. 5. Estimation accuracy for different branching worklads: (a) fXSKETCHES, (b) XSKETCHes.

Workload Comparison. Figure 5 depicts the estimation error for XSKETCH and
fXSKETCH synopses respectively, for the two different types of branching workloads
(we note that the numbers for the Heavy Branching workload are identical to Fig-
ure 4). We report the results for the IMDB data set only, as its structure is more ir-
regular than that of the XMARK data set. The plot indicates that fXSKETCHES are
more robust in terms of their performance than XSKETCHes. As shown in Figure 5(b),
the fXSKETCH error follows a similar pattern in both types of workload, with the er-
ror of Heavy Branching being slightly increased (as expected). XSKETCHes, on the
other hand, exhibit significantly different errors depending on the workload type (Fig-
ure 5(a)). The increased error for Heavy Branching suggests that the forward-edge uni-
formity assumption is not valid in the underlying data graph, thus leading to significant
errors as the number of branches increases. fXSKETCH estimation, on the other hand,
relies on fractional stabilities in order to capture accurately the distribution of docu-



ment edges along each non-stable synopsis edge; as a result, an fXSKETCH summary
provides better approximations for smaller budget sizes.
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Fig. 6. : XSKETCH and the fXSKETCH estimation error for Simple Paths

fXSKETCH Performance for Simple Paths. In this experiment, we evaluate the per-
formance of fXSKETCHES for simple path expressions. Figure 6 depicts the estimation
error of fXSKETCHES and XSKETCHes as a function of the synopsis size, for the IMDB
and XMark data sets. Similar to the previous experiment, fXSKETCHES provide more
accurate estimates compared to XSKETCHes. For the XMark data set, the estimation
error for fXSKETCHES stabilizes at 1.7% (5KB of storage), while for XSKETCHes it
remains at a considerably higher 7% (20KB of storage). The results follow a similar
trend for the IMDB data set, where the error for fXSKETCHES is reduced to 4% for the
20KB synopsis, while the XSKETCH error stabilizes at 17% for the same space budget.
In both data sets, and in accordance to our findings in previous experiments, we observe
an improvement in accuracy for the coarsest summaries. The difference is more notable
in the XMark data set - 12% vs. 66% - and comes at a very small increase in the storage
requirements of the summaries: 2450 bytes for the fXSKETCH vs. 2100 bytes for the
XSKETCH.

6 Conclusions and Future work

Estimating the selectivity of complex path expressions is a key step in the optimization
of declarative queries over XML data. In this paper, we have proposed the fXSKETCH

model, a generalization of the original XSKETCH framework to the new concept of
fractional stabilities. Intuitively, fractional stabilities capture the degree of stability of
synopsis edges, and essentially free the estimation framework from the, potentially, er-
roneous, uniformity assumptions. The net result is a simplified estimation framework
that can provide more accurate estimates with less computation. Results from an exten-
sive experimental study have verified the effectiveness of the new model in providing
low-error selectivity estimates for complex path expressions and have demonstrated its
benefits over the original XSKETCH synopses.



In our future work, we plan to fine-tune certain aspects of the proposed framework.
More specifically, the current storage overhead of fractional stabilities can reach up to
30-45% of the total synopsis size, depending on the data set. We intend to investigate
techniques of reducing this overhead, by selectively choosing which fractional stabili-
ties to materialize. In essence, this would allow a hybrid model where both fractional
stabilities and the uniformity assumptions are used during estimation. A second direc-
tion that we intend to explore is the incremental maintenance of fXSKETCH synopses
in the presence of data updates, or the refinement of summaries based on query feed-
back (self-tuning synopses). We believe that fractional stabilities are a suitable model
for such techniques since they record distribution information at a finer level of detail
and can thus track more reliably the statistical characteristics of the underlying data.
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